


پرش- تستی زبان انگلیسی دوازدهم فصل اول

1 - He's counting on his mother to .................. the twins for him; she's had plenty of experience with them.

take part in take care of keep up with spare no pains

2 - Stop giving me advice, .................. ?

will you will I shall we shall you

3 - Please open the window, .................. ?

can't they won't you you will won't trhey

4 - The police officer warned the thief .................. to put down his gun and only fired after he refused to drop the weapon.

widely traditionally commercially repeatedly

5 - It was regarded as the best way to promote and .................. their culture and traditions and confirm their unique regional

concerns.

install burst protect forgive

6 - She went into the corner, took out the tiny doll from her pocket, put before it a bit of bread and a little cheese that she had

saved, and .................. into tears.

burst boosted destroyed produced

7 - During this  second period,  research on ..................  nuclear  reactors  will  be  eliminated and one of  the  two uranium

enrichment plants will be closed.

quiet calm immediate advanced

8 - He .................. not to take these addictive drugs last month, .................. he would get into trouble.

was told - and told - or has been told - and was told - or

9 - Every member of the team had to practice flying in various weather  .................. before they could get their pilot’s license.

consumptions connections combinations conditions

10 - Only a .................. ago people didn't know so much about computers and telecommunications - technology.

burst generation moment process

11 - It’s  been  believed  for  centuries  that  great  writers,  composers  and  scientists  are  essentially  quite  different  from

.................. people.

busy ordinary serious countless

12 - Our new school  .................. an excellent all-round education to our students. In return, we expect all the students to

work hard.

offers prevents expresses communicates
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13 - It was a public holiday last Thursday, .................. ?

and most of the shops were open. but most of the shops were close.

so most of the shops were shut. or most of the shops were locked.

14 - Grandpa can't .................. himself anymore, So he's coming to live with us.

take after take care of run out of look for

15 - The new manager’s son whom you talked to last week has an expensive Italian car, ..................?

hasn’t he didn’t you doesn’t he isn’t he

16 - All those requirements are very difficult to meet, but we will do our best and listen to your .................. .

result music advice heritage

17 - You've taken a great deal off my shoulders, and I deeply .................. it.

forgive confirm appreciate lower

18 - A  .................. group of engineers are always at the ready to help our company, and Martin is a member of that special

group.

visible surrounded dedicated changeable

19 - Some awards .................. to Mary and her husband for their kindness and generosity to their neighbors.

gave were given  is going to give have given

20 - There are private companies that specialize in these services and at the same time have  ..................  teams working for

them.

depressed dedicated ancient complicated

21 - He read the texts and found out that it was the  .................. of a poor school girl in northwest China who was determined

to be a doctor.

pigeons functions tongues diaries

22 - Many apartments .................. for the poor employee during the past five years.

are built were building were being built have been built

23 - The bacteria can move in the bloodstream but are quickly ruined when antibodies and the immune system ..................

properly.

function donate claim confirm

24 - What we know for certain is that after the death of Hyginus, he arrived, in the course of his travel, in Rome and made

large .................. to the local church.

generations donations introductions stations

25 - I should thank all the teachers who visit our places of work in their free time to ensure that everything is running

according to the .................. .

care plan report idea
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26 - People can move to new places and stay happy again, but no one can move wild habitats and national .................. , and

their destruction seems so painful.

poetry mistake landfill heritage

27 - This project would .................. sales of system and application software that would provide the services needed to work

with these computers.

boost interest dedicate respect

28 - As a matter of fact, the Great Pyramid of Giza and other monuments are a vital part of the cultural .................. of Egypt.

principle generation heritage appreciation

29 - The movies have subtitles for the deaf and the ……………… of hearing.

heavy hard difficult calm

30 - Tom and Maria will arrive at Heathrow, .................. ?

will he will she won't they won't them

31 - Police were interviewing another homeless man who ………………… to be in the building at the time of the fire.

believed has believed believes was believed

32 - This was the diary in which Gina .................. her thoughts and secrets when she had free time.

recorded respected spared shouted

33 - Our plane left Bangkok on schedule, .................. we arrived in London early.

and if or but

34 - I tell my students to .................. the trees so that they can feel the warmth and oneness of nature.

spoil burst hug publish

35 - On seeing the soldiers he was about to .................. at them, but suddenly stopped and, catching his hair, burst into tears

and went back home quickly .

deserve introduce shout generate

36 - When all the tests come back and are declared negative, your blood .................. is then released for issue to hospitals.

pressure vessel clue donation

37 - Our students are markedly lacking in social skills, the ability to meet people and to ………………… with them.

get back get along keep off keep on

38 - At a time of economic .................. , risk taking can seem particularly difficult.

heritage responsibility uncertainty donation

39 - Sleeping pills can interfere with the result of other drugs and can be so dangerous and hurtful when ..................  with

them.

invented mentioned combined reduced

40 - She .................. a pay rise by her boss.

promised promises was promised had promised
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41 - I stopped my work and came .................. when I realized you got into trouble.

extremely instantly repeatedly regretfully

42 - Last week I went for an interview. I .................. a wide range of questions.

asked was asked have been asked have asked

43 - Guide words, as you see, are the two words at the top of each page that show the first and last entries on the page,

……………… ?

don’t you aren’t they don’t they didn’t you

44 - For example, if you lose or forget your ATM card, you can prove your ……………… by showing the teller a driver’s

license.

identity income economy handicraft

45 - The clinic provides free .................. for elderly and infirm people who lack health insurance.

look dedicate care ask

46 -

The doctor says it may take a few weeks for you to build up your .................. again.

diary disease strength heritage

47 - I could hear people talking in the next room, but no words were ..................

unconditional repeated distinguishable appreciative

48 - It is important for all employers to know a lot about their businesses, how to .................. jobs and other work-related

issues.

figure out turn off get along apply for

49 - We are using up our  .................. resources and at the same time polluting our environment with dangerous chemicals. If

we continue to do this, life on earth cannot survive.

average natural balanced harmful

50 - Helen, there’s no name here! Why .................. your name on the book?

weren’t you written isn’t it writing haven’t you written hasn’t been written

51 - We realized very quickly we had .................. a great mistake, and I don't even like to think about it.

found made read felt

52 - She was angry because her boss increased her .................. in her job, but he didn't increase her salary.

duties feelings values inspirations

53 - Which sentence is correct?

The slide show was fantastic, Isn't it? The slide show was fantastic, Was it?

The slide show was fantastic, Wasn't it? The slide show was fantastic, Is it?
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54 -

All the factory workers have been demanded to spare no .................. to finish the new project.

sofas diaries senses pains

55 - They .................. me a job. I haven't decided yet whether to accept it or not.

have offered have been offered were offered are offered

56 - That famous golf player lost his right eye two years ago when he was  .................. hit in the face with a ball during a

game.

unconditionally hopefully accidentally honestly

57 - Most people were told not to carry placards or banners, .................. annoyingly, or wear clothes with written words of

complaint.

shout generate invent advise

58 - English is understood all over the world while Turkish  .................. by only a few people outside Turkey itself.

speaks is spoken has spoken is speaking

59 - Don’t worry about looking handsome, or being strong and brave. Just as you love people .................. , they love you just

the same.

surprisingly politely suddenly unconditionally

60 -

I just wanted a .................. because I knew that there was no possibility of my going to a university.

diploma physician disease func�on
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